Case Report

Giant infiltrating lipoma of the thigh: a rare case report and literature review
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ABSTRACT

Giant infiltrating lipoma of thigh, infrequently observed. Subcutaneous and gastrointestinal lipomas are not infrequently encountered, but huge, encapsulated or infiltrating lipomas of the thigh are rarely observed. They are of interest because causing functional limitation and due to their tendency to recur after surgical removal and their potential hazard of malignant transformation.

The clinical findings and surgical management of a 72 year old man with a large infiltrating lipoma of thigh are reported here.
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CASE REPORT

An elderly patient of 72 years, male admitted in the hospital from a remote village of Tripura state with a huge swelling involving the mediolateral and posterior aspect of the right thigh extending from the groin crease up to the knee. This swelling was present for the last 30 years started as a small swelling and gradually increased up to the present size of 30cm x 20cm x 10cm (Figure 1). Patient was unable to walk properly due to the weakness of the muscles of the thigh. Fine needle aspiration cytology was done revealed typical lipoma and X-ray of the right thigh normal bony structure. Surgical excision of the swelling was performed under spinal anaesthesia after preparing the patient. On exploration the swelling was consisting of fat globules without any surrounding capsule and it was infiltrating into the different layers of the thigh muscles (Figure 2). The mass with some skin which was redundant was resected meticulously from the thinning muscles of the thigh. The loss of blood during the operation was about 100ml. The nerve bundle and vascular structures are preserved. After resection the weight of the swelling was measured and found to be 5.25 kg (Figure 2). A suction drain was put and wound closed in layers. The postoperative recovery was uneventful (Figure 3). On follow up for the last one year, there was no recurrence or malignant changes or lymphedema are noticed. No functional disorder was found.

Figure 1: Preoperative picture of lipoma thigh.
their review of the literature, Phalen et al.\textsuperscript{16} found peripheral nerve compression by lipomas to be rare. Thus, it is clear that the mass effect of a lipoma is due not so much to its size as to its location. Malignant lesions such as high grade liposarcomas show no plane of cleavage between the mass and adjacent muscle layers and they present infiltrative growth and tumour digitations.\textsuperscript{21,22} The present lesion presented several characteristics indicating malignancy such as the large size, ill-defined capsule and poorly defined margins, but at the same time some benign characteristics such as a fat content greater than 75%, the absence of vascularization and mainly regular contours. Malignant transformation of a lipoma into a liposarcoma is rare\textsuperscript{23} as is the sarcomatous transformation of giant lipomas.\textsuperscript{16,24} Some reports have suggested that large tumours (>10 cm) are more likely to contain sarcomas, which makes a preoperative biopsy advisable in such cases.\textsuperscript{25,26} The intramuscular location of a lipoma is also considered to be a risk factor for malignancy.\textsuperscript{25,26} It is important to differentiate giant lipomas from liposarcomas, malignant fibrous histiocytomas and other benign soft-tissue lesions, such as old muscle rupture, epidermoid cysts, angiolipomas, deep haemangiomias and lipoblastomatosis.\textsuperscript{14} Indeed, the main concern in the diagnosis of giant lipomas should be the exclusion of malignancy.\textsuperscript{18} It has been suggested that a liposarcoma should be considered when a fatty subcutaneous tumour is more than 10 cm in diameter and has grown rapidly in recent months.\textsuperscript{27,28} Treatment for giant lipomas is complete excision.\textsuperscript{20} As giant lipomas usually have a well-defined pseudo-capsule,\textsuperscript{16,20} dissection of these benign neoplasms is relatively straightforward. There was no well-defined capsule in our case and also the lesion was infiltrating into the muscles of the thigh and so, straight forward excision was not possible. Some part of thigh skin was decided to remove as was redundant after removal of the tumour to obtain a good esthetic and functional result.

Liposuction for the treatment of giant lipomas has also been reported.\textsuperscript{9,12} However, as differential diagnosis between lipomas and liposarcomas is exceedingly difficult on the basis of clinical findings alone,\textsuperscript{29} liposuction was not recommended in our situation and there was likelihood of recurrence after liposuction.

The recurrence rate in a series by Chung and Enzinger was 14% and was attributed to incomplete removal of the tumour.\textsuperscript{30} There was no recurrence after one year of follow up in our case.

CONCLUSION

Giant infiltrating lipomas of the thigh are rarely observed. These lesions are of interest because of the tendency to recur following surgical excision as well the potential hazard of malignant transformation. Weakness or aching results owing to mechanical interference with the muscle action. The surgery is sometime challenging and needs a meticulous technique.
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